Changes to the Registration screen

The registration screen has been updated to better organize the information needed to register courses for a particular semester. The changes include:

- Registered courses have been moved from the bottom left section of the screen into their own tab. This will allow more room for the calendar across the bottom of the screen for both the registered and planned courses.

- Notes have been expanded and moved from the individual tabs to their own tab. This creates more space for multiple notes on one screen. All notes are also kept and can no longer be edited or deleted.

- And finally, a popular feature request has been added. Cart items that are not courses can now be added to the student recommendations and plan. Advisors can now add UK core and general course recommendations without specifying a particular course. These are displayed on the registration screen with a 'View applicable courses' button next to them for students to browse courses that meet those qualifications.
Changes to the Course Planner screen

- Terms are now sorted in reverse chronological order
- Notes are no longer displayed inline, but are viewable by clicking on the messages link in each Advisor Recommendations section header
- The major template screen now has buttons to add courses to your cart (or make recommendations if you're an advisor), this is currently the only way to add cart items that are not courses to the cart.
Changes to the Academic History screen

- Terms are now sorted in reverse chronological order